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SUWJLARY: 

Experiments on wings have shown that a very 

different kind of flow takes place for very small 

aspect ratios than for large aspect ratios. The lift 

curve continues up to about 450 before stalling occurs. 

During this range it has a concave curvature upward 

rather than downward as the lifting line or lifting 

surface theories predict. No theoretical explanation 

of this effect has yet been given since it was generally 

supposed to be a stalling phenomenon and thus not 

adaptable to perfect fluid theories. The present paper 

shows that this curvature effect is due to the fact that 

the trailing vortices leave at an angle O< to the plate. 

For the limiting case of a plate with finite span and 

infinite chord it is shown that the bound vorticity and 

induced downwash are constant across the span, and the 

trailing vortices leave the wing at the half-angle of 

attack, ~ = B • These results are carried over into 
2 

the assumptions for the analysis of the finite rect-

angular flat plate of very small aspect ratio. A surface 

distribution of vorticity over the plate is assuraed, 

constant across the span. and varying according to the 

formula - - /th_-x. along the chord. Straight tra.il-r - lo --v i:1z -t x 

ing vortices are assumed leaving the plate at an undet-

ermined angle 0< • The boundary condition assumed is that 
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the mean value of the induced velocity along the center 

line of the span is equal to the normal component of the 

free.stream velocity. This determines the constant /o 

and thus the normal force coefficient CN as a function 

of e . The parameter ~ is still undetermined; however, 

its limits are given. For very small aspect ratios c:x== % , 
for large aspect ratios it approaches e .. Winter•s exper

iments on a wing of aspect ratio Ii= ; 0 are checked 

very closely by this theory assuming ~= f . At 

larger aspect ratios up to about .It= 1 the exper im.ental 

curves lie between the theoretically predicted curves 

corresponding to <:A. = f and ex= e' moving toward the 

latter limit at ft:=: J., 
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A. IlfrRODUCTION: 

The theory for flow about a wing of large aspect 

ratio (A\= span = b ) has been worked out quite 
chord t 

completely by l?randtl and his pupils. This is the flow 

which is of principal interest for the main lifting 

surfaces of present -0.ay airplanes. However, for some 

unconventional airplane wings and especially for the 

control surfaces of dirigibles the lifting surfaces have 

generally a very small aspect ratio, and the present 

theory is inadequate to give either the magnitude or 

the distribution of the forces correctly. It seems ad

visable therefore to extend the range of validity of 

this theory .. 

Let us consider the present status of the problem: 

The lilniting case of a wing of large aspect ratio is 

one of infinite as~ect ratio. The flow past such a wing 

with a constant profile is two-dimensional and thus 

enormously simpler than that in the general case. 

In the case of infinite span it is possible to use the 

method of conformal transformation to calculate the 

flow past airfoils of arbitrary shapes. The simplest 

example, which however, already gives the characteristic 

laws of lift is that of a flat plate, and since in this 

investigation we are principally concerned with the in-

fluence of aspect ratio we shall restrict ourselves to 

flow past a flat-plate wing. The complex potential func. 

tion ~ for flow past an infinitely wide flat plate 

without circulation is easily shown to be 



w = ¢ + 

where tp = 

'f" = 
v ::: 

t = 

z. = 
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potential function 

stream function 

normal velocity to 
plate at infinity 

chord of plate 

x + iy = complex 
coordinate of plate 

\> 
~ 
\ 
I 

~U!>lne 
9 'Ucos8 

This gives for the potential on the plate ';! = O 

and for the_velocity along the plate 
/ 

a<P = v. 
()~ 

This velocity is infinite at x = :!: f i. e. at the 

leading and trailing edge of the airfoil. The infinite 

velocity at the leading edge will vanish if we consider 

a finite radius of curvature of the leading edge. In 

order to avoid infinite velocities at the trailing edge 

we must superimpose a circulation about the wing and 

adjust its strength until the infinite velocities at the 

trailing edge are cancelled. This gives a circulation 

r = TT Vt 
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If the velocity V= U·sin$ Le. is the normal com-

ponent of the free stream velocity, then we get a 

resultant lift-force normal to the resultant velocity 

U given by 

L = f u r = f u . rr u sin e . t - 2 7T s I n e . ~ f u 2.. t 

and a lift-coefficient 

= 21( SIYJ 8 

The next logical extension of the theory was to con-

sider a wing of finite but large aspect ..r_atio. Conditions 

over the greater part of the wing must be similar to the 

two-dimensional case, i.e. we have a circulation r-r 
about the wing near the middle, and the velocity of the 

free-stream normal to the wing is approximately v = u. sin e 
The circulation can be thought of as originating from 

a bound vortex lying in the wing. By the Helmholtz vortex 

theorems the vortex cannot end at the tips of the wing. 

It therefore separates from the wing and follows the 

fluid particles downstream. We have thus as the simplest 

equivalent of the finite wing of large aspect ratio a 

single horse-shoe shaped vortex system. These trailing 

vortices correspond physically to a flow from the lower 

side of the wing around the tips to the upper side due 

to the ex;isting pressure difference. The effect of these 



trailing vortices is 

now to induce down-

velocities !!. all 

along the wing. Thus 

the effective velocity 

normal to the wing is 

now not v = u . s.i'n e 
but V-w where the 

induced velocity !. 

is obtained from the 

Biot-Savart Law. 
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r 

u -

r 

The effective angle of attack of the wing is thus re

duced from 0 to a -;; , and correspondingly the 

lift-coefficient is reduced to 

C1.- = 2 Jr . sin ( B - J} 

The above assumption of a uniform vortex running across 

the wing is evidently not applicable anymore since the 

induced velocities and hence the lift now vary across 

the span. The next step was therefore to assume that 

the line vortex lying in the wing had a variable in

tensity T'f~} across the span and was thus shedding 
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trailing vortices - Jr continuously. This left a vortex 
dit 

sheet in the wake behind the wing. The intensity of the 

vortex distribution was then obtained as the solution 

of the integral equation 

e e ·t · i 
~ 

effective = u geome r ica 

or +~ 

rr'IJ 
egeometrical 

-_!_I drt,j di· - 'f7j' u d 'd I 'rf - '! ff 1 v t -% 

The lift coefficient of a strip of width dt is given then 

as before as c~ =:: 2 7T . sin ~ff.; the total lift is 

obtained by integrating these strips over the span. 

The wing theory in the above form is ordinarily 

used,and for tR ~ 3 or 4 it gives quite good agreement 

with experiment when a multiplicative correction factor 

fl is introduced in the formula for the lift coefficient, 

i.e. if we write c;_' = 2. 7f 'I. . SI Y/ eeff. • The value of 'l. 

lies ordinarily between about .85 to .95. It is a 

correction factor for the reduction of the circulation 

about the wing due to viscosity. 

If we consider the approximations involved in the 

above theory, namely that we can replace the wing by a 

single lifting line it becomes evident that this cannot 

hold for small~~spect ratios. It becomes necessary to 

consider the actual distribution of vorticity along the 

chord of the wing. This problem was first solved by 



Birnp~l) for the two-dbnensional 

case, and then extended by 

Ble~2 J to the wing of finite 

span. 

Blenk did not use any 

efficiency factor '7 in his 

calculations. In spite of 

this fact when he tried to 

compare his theoretical 

lifts with experiment he 

found that they were still 

too low. He ascribed this 

I : 

I I 

-- -L-'-

I '. '.._ ~ - ;.......... 

' ' ' ' 
' 

(. 

{ 

\' -

('. 

- e. 

Bl en f(s Vort1c1 ty D1 sf n bu t1 on 

to having chosen the mean camber line of this wing of fin-

ite thicliness through the center line of the profile. He 

found that by shifting this up to 2/3 height between the 

upper and lower side of the profile he could get good 

agreement between theory and experiment for aspect ratios 

down to l - at least for the initial tangent of the lift 

curve. His curves show that there is a curvature of the 

lift-curves which is not given by his theory. Concern

ing this he says "Offenbar spielt a.ber hier noch ein 

anderer in der Theorie bisher unberdcksichtigt geblieb-

ener Einfluss herein, der die Krthnmung der Kurven 

verursacht und besonders bei kleinen Seitenverru!tltnissen 

von Bedeutung zu sein scheint. Diesen Einfluss mit den 
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bisherigen Mitteln der Tragflflgeltheorie zu erfassen, 

dtlrfte wohl nicht m5glich sein, da diese im wesentlichen 

e ine linear e The or ie ist. 11 

]urther experiments by F1Hgel(3) and Zimmermann(4) 

and especially the extensive investigation by Wint~(5) 

indicate that some additional influences must be enter

ing which the theory has so far neglected. All of these 

investigators believed with Blenk that theae additional 

influences could not be treated theoretically since 

they were thought to be essentially stalling phenomena. 

It is the purpose of the present thesis to invest

igate this question and to try to formulate the outline 

of a theory which holds for the region of aspect ratios 

from 1 to o. 
Hor the wings of large aspect ratio the starting 

point of the analysis was the wing of infinite aspect 

ratio. Similarly it is suggestive to start the present 

investigation with the opposite lirniting case, namely 

the wing of Ai.::: 0, that is finite span and infinite chord. 

1!,or very small a,spect ratios, then, we would expect a 

flow of similar nature about the middle part of the chord 

with possibly some devie.tions as we approach the leading 

and trailing edges of the wing. As we approach aspect 

ratios of the order of 1 the theory should agree with 

the Prandtl-Blenk theories. 
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B .~ IlU!1 INITl.I CHtO.HJJ - ZEtlO .ASPIWT RATIO 

Consider a plate of span b and infinite chord moving 

through a fluid with the velocity U at an angle of attack G 

By the principle of relative motion we get the same con-

ditions if we assurr.e the plate fixed and the fluid moving. 

An equivalent picture is then obtained by resolving the 

flow U into two compon-

ents, namely 

(1) A uniform rect-

ilinear flow with 

velocity U·COS e 
parallel to the 

plate, and 

u.~;,,e H;;;,_e 
u 

(2) A flow normal to the plate with velocity w ~ U sin8 

at minus infinity. 

The normal flow (2) must be of a type such that there is 

no flow through the plate. The potential flow which we 

discussed on page 5 satisfies this condition. It gives 

a potential 

vwe shall designate this flow 
,, 

henceforth as the displacement 

" flow w1 • This flow , however, 

will actually not occur because 

the fluid separates at the sharp 
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edge and gives rise to the formation of vortices. 

The vortices formed at the sharp edge of the plate 

will be carried in some way down-stream with the fluid 

particles. It would be very difficult if not impossible 

to find an exact solution of this complicated motion .. 

However, it can be assumed that a good approximation can 

be obtained if the vortices are replaced by a straight 

vortex lines lying in the two vertical planes through 

the edges of the plate. This flow-picture suggests that 

our plate is more nearly equivalent to an infinite 

lattice of airfoils of finite span. As we let the gap 

between the airfoils tend to zero, we get a distribution 

of bound vortices of strength y, per unit length along 

the plate with trailing vortices leaving at some angle 

with respect to the plate. The angle ~ at which these 

vortices leave is determined by the condition that the 

vortex lines follow the fluid particles, at least as far 

as the components in the plane of the vortex sheet are 

concerned. If we now determine the strength of the vor-

tices y, by the cond.ition that the normal component of 

the induced velocity due to the vortices just cancels 

the component u sin e of the uniform flow through the 

plate, we have another type of normal flow which satisfies 

the boundary conditions at the plate. It is made up of a 

uniform flow u. sine perpendicular to the plate plus the 

normal flow due to the vortex system. We shall designate 
ll u 

this flow henceforth as the induced flow w2 • 
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Because of the two solutions there is a degree 

of indeterminacy left in our problem, for theoretically 

there are an infinite number of combinations of the two 

flow types\which satisfy the condition of no flow through 

the plate. Both types satisfy the condition that the 

velocity of the undisturbed flow is not changed by the 

presence of the plate at minus infinity. At infinity 

behind the plate the displacement flow does not give 

any finite contribution to the velocity. The pure in

duced type of flow gives at infinity in the wake twice 

the value of the induced velocity at the plate, i.e. 

2U sine normal to the plate. For every combination 

of the two types of flow the flow at infinity behind the 

plate varies between no deflection for the pure displacement 

flow, to a deflection twice that immediately behind the 

plate for the case of pure induced type of flow. 

The pure displacement flow which does not result 

in any forces acting on the moving plate can be disre

garded. We know that it physically cannot take place and 

in any case vortices are formed which come off the sides 

of the plate. In the appendix a combination between 

displacement and induced flow is discussed, which is 

characterized:by the condition that the flow in the wake 

at infinity is parallel to the plane of the wing. This 

is the sort of effect one might expect from an infinite 

lattice. In this case the two flow types contribute equal 

portions to the component u sin e normal to the plate 

at minus infinity. We find as a result of the calculation 
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however, that the resultant normal force is :z.ero for 

this combined flow the same as for the pure displacement 

type flow. Moreover, this combination of induced-type 

flow and displacement flow was arrived at by the 

condition that the flow at infinity behind the plate 

be parallel to the plate. No such condition will 

characterize the wing of small aspect ratio even is 

it has a very long chord, i.e. there is a discontinuity 

between the wing with truly infinite chord and the 

wing with very large but finite chord. We are thus 

led to consider the pure induced type of flow which we 

know holds in the ordinary range of aspect ratios. 

We shall consider flow of the pure induced type 

past a wing of very small aspect ratio (k = 0). The 

wing is assumed to have a real leading and trailing edge 

near plus and minus infinity, so that when we come 

to calculate the forces we may assume the region 

possesses the same Bernoulli constants inside and 

outside the vortex wake. As far as the calculation of 

the down-wash in the vicinity of the middle portion of 

the wing is concer~ed, however, this is essentially 

the same as for the infinite wing. This analysis leads 

to the result that the normal force coefficient is 
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C == 2 sin
2 e · 2 

• The extrapolated e.;perimental 
N I -t- cos e 

value was given by Ji'H.lg~ and Winter as c = 2 sinz.e 
N 

These two results do not differ very much within the 

working range of the angles of attack. Moreover, 

the curve of CN vs. e for the smallest value of 

aspect ratio (k -= 1/30 ), on which the e.xtrapola ted 

value is based, is checked very closely by the present 

theory for the finite wing. 

Let us consider now the velocity field for the 

vortex system corresponding to the above case, i.e. 

th.at of pure induced flow. \, e assume a uniform dis tr i-

bution of bound vortices of length b placed along 

the span of the plate. The strength per unit length 

of the plate is 7i . ~rom the ends of the bound vortices 

straight trailing vortices pass off at an angle ~ 

to the plate. The induced velocity due to this system 

of vortices at any point on the plate can be written 

down at once, ior evidently the contributions of the 

bound vortices normal to the plate cancel at every 

point. The induced velocity tangential to the plate 

is + 7i on the upper surface, and - r, on the lower z 7 
surface. 
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The contribution of the trailing vortices is evidently 

the same as if they were arranged as starting f:t'om a ver-

tical plane through 

the origin, and had 

a strength per unit 

height of ..:/L- • 
SI n OI 

For, the contribu-

tion normal to the 

wing of a vortex 

segment A:B is ex-

actly the same as 

if it were placed 

along ~ • Thus 

we get the equival-

ent trailing vor-

tex system shown, 

consisting of two 

semi-infinite 

walls of vortices. 

The down-wash due 

to this semi-infin-

ite system of vor-

tices at any point 

between them is 

just half that of 

a doubly infinite 

system. 

: ''·,, ~ 
A' - - - - - - :- ..::B.~'. ·,, 

Actual Vortex System 

, , 
/ 

/ 
/ 

/.~-r-~~~~~~~ 

/ 
/ 

/ 

/ 

/ 

/.~r-~~~~~~-

Equivalent VorTex System 

/ 

/ 

/ 

Doubly Infinite Wall of Vortices 
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rrhis latter has a uniform down-wash 
,,, 
-.
SI t1 OC. 

everywhere 

between the two walls of vortices, and zero outside. 

Thus the trailing vortex system of our wing has a 

uniform down-wash at every point of the span. This 

down-wash is perpehdicular to the vortices, and thas 

the component of the induced velocity along the plate 

is u '= -y, , sine< = y, 
z 2. · si"' °" 

to the plate is W:. ]', c.o1 04 
2· 

, the component normal 

The velocity field due to the above' vortex system 

in a cross-section perpendicular to the wing is then 

as shown below. The calculations in the appendix on page b5 

give the following results for the induced velocities. 

w. -
~ 

W-;;; 
0 

v;::: 

-z-cotot. 
2 1T 

- ti· c.ot o<. 

2 n: 

z. cot « 
2 1t' 

I 7r 

-l 

w=.-t, rot "" 

, ~1 l lh1 c~, 
\ \ I I !Iii : \ I I "Ii\ I 

: I: I I' ) ' I I 
I 1 ! I \I 

\ l , I I 

Ii 
1 , \1 \I 

\ . I' \\v· \, ' 
·'· I ' I', ,1 

'· I J ' \1 

'i. v 

+ 
_, 

tqn 

-1 
tan 

w == 0 

;1 

:1 

_, 

J for /~/ <- ; z tari z. 
-f' 

'9/2. + 't' % - 't 

_ tan-' z 
% ] 

foir j 't/ )' l!. z. 

I itf -t 012 /'ti - z. 

Thus the velocity normal to 

the plate is 

at z,,. 00 h'/ <. b W=- -y,. cot Cl( ?: 

I ir I "? E. 
2. 

w.:: 0 

-r,. c.of oc. qt Z=-0 J ttl < E. w .:= 
2 2 

/ 't I h ~ 0 2 w:::. 
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In any cross-section parallel to the plane of the wing 

we have the following velocity field 

for z > 0 

U•O II.• 0 I 't I ' ~ 
UT Y, 

I ti > ~ l - ---1 for z < 0 

!.A=. 0 

' 

I I 't J <. ~ 
I 

l I it I > bh u ;_ 0 

"' 
l:Jow if in oraer to satisfy our boundary condition 

of no flow through the plate we superimpose a uniform 

flow U ·sine normal to the wing we have 

or 

f 

u. sin e = x cot °' 2' 

r, ::: 2 u . si'ri e . tan 0( 

There is, of course~ also another component of the flow U 

parallel to the wing, narnely the uniform flow u cos e . 
The resultant velocity field of vortex flow and uniform 

flow u at an angle e gives us then the resultant flow 

picture shown below. 

In the shadow of the plate the u-component of the 

velocity is constant and equal to U ·cos e + J, • The 

w-component of the velocity varies from w = - U. sin e at Z."' oo 

to w::::: O at z. = 0 • There is thus a constant influx of 

fluid from z""' oo which flows out over the sides of the 

vortex sheet as shown below. 
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The angle « is determined by the condition that 

the vortex lines follow the stream-lines. (This does not 

apply to the components perpendicular to the vortex sheet. 

These components are small except in the immediate neigh-

bourhood of the plate.) In the wake near to the plate 

we find \IV = O inside the vortex system and w = U sin 

outside. The vortices thus move with a mean velocity 

At a great distance behind the plate the 
• 

!_-velocities inside and outside the vortex sheet are equal 

and opposite and thus the mean w-velocity of the vortices 
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is zera.. The mean w-velocity at any point is obtained 

as 

w= 

w = - U ~in e [ J + 2 
1T 

Similarly the velocity u = U cos 8 + Y, inside the vortex 

system, and u U ·COS$ outside. This holds true for 

all distances z above the plate. Therefore the mean 

velocity is u ::: U· cose -r -y, • The mean angle ex at which 
2 

the vortices leave is thus 

e. [1 - 2 -· ] U· Sin TL ·tan ~ 
tan w 2. cl -= = 

u U· cos e 
This gives at z -= 0 an inclination 

and at z = oo , °""" 0. The 

trailing vortices thus are not 

actually straight lines but lie 

along curved paths. This contra-

+ 

diction to our original assumptions 

arises out of the fact that we 

have in part violated the 

Helmholtz condition that the 

vortices follow the fluid particles. 

U·sin 8· fan ex 

as:.uvned 
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It will be remembered that the Prandtl wing theory 

which assumes the trailing vortices to be carried 

along the direction of the undisturbed flow 

similarly violates the Helmholtz conditions. It 

thus seems justifiable to retain the asswnption 

that our trailing vortices follow straight lines 

at some effective inclination ~ with respect to 

the plate. For this effective inclination we shall 

choose ot= ~, the inclination near z = 0 since 

the vortices near the plate are the most effective 

in inducing the normal velocity at the plate. 

The normal force acting on the wing can now 

be determined from the formula for the force on a 

vortex. We consider our wing of infinite chord as 

the limiting case of the wing with finite chord 

* and so this formula is applicable. It gives 

N = ( u . cos e -r up) . y, . b 

N = p ( u. c 05 e -i- u - u cos e )- z. u ( 1- c. o.s e) b 

c = N :=::: 't (I - cos e) 
N .l f uz. ·b 

2 

c = 2· sin2. e. 2 
N + co$ e 

The important results of the analysis of the wing 

with infinite chord k = 0 are the following: 

(1) The bound vortices have a constant strength 

across the span. Such a distribution gives a constant 

down-wa~ across the span. IJVhen considering finite 

-If If we consider the win~ a.& ty"/y iY1fitii1e , the 8erY> otAl/i con;,fe<YJts wit'1i11 """ tJ•.t~ide 

f"he vode'f w .. Jte •we 4ifft.,.-e 11 1. As A r'U1tlf zero norl!Y'itl lorct: wov.ltl .,,.,;,. be obfaine&/ • 
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wings of very small aspect ratio it should therefore 

be a very good approximation to assume a uniform 

strength of the bound vortices and to calculate 

the induced velocities say at the center of the 

span, considering this as a constant over the span. 

(2) The angle at which the vortices leave is 

appro.ximately ~ = ~ 
(3) The normal force coefficient is 

2. 

J + cos e 
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C .RECTAnGULAR WING OJI' .l!'INITE CHORD - SM.ALL ASPECT R2:i.T IO: 

1. Assumptions and Metho.d __ of Calculation: 

The wing of finite chord with small aspect ratio 

will now be treated upon making certain assumptions 

suggested by the analysis of the wing of infinite 

chord. These assumptions are: 

(1) The lift is constant across the span. This 

corresponds to bound vortices of constant 

strength across the span. 

(2) The down-wash is constant across the span. 

Therefore we shall assume it to be equal 

to the value at the middle. 

(3) There is no displacement flow. We assume 

the induced velocity normal to the wing to 

cancel the normal component of the free 

stream-velocity, i.e. U sin 6 

(4) The vortices leave at some angle ~ to the 

wing. 

Our first problem is to calculate the induced 

velocities normal to the wing along the center 

line of the wing y = O at any point ~ along the 

chord. We have therefore again a similar system 

of horse-shoe vortices as for the wing of infinite 

chord except that now the intensity of the dis

tribution of the vortices along the chord is var

iable and is given by y {ffi) • 
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Let x and y be the 

variables along the 

chord and span res

pectively, and §and 

11 the current vari-

ables in the same dir-

ections. Let us place 

the origin 0 .in the 

center of the wing. Then we obta,in the induced 

velocities normal to the wing wz and wz due to 
I 2. 

the bound and trailing vortices respectively as 

follows: 

2. Normal Component of Induced Velocitx due to Bound 
Vortices 

A single bound vortex 

gives us 

w = L . -1 
• (cos e T cos ez.) 

z. 47f h I 

w;:. 
z. L 

4 'ff (x- S} . -/(ff -r { x-j)' 

Let the origin Q be at the middle of the wing, then 

we have to integrate the effect of such vortices 

from } ::: - ! 
2 

to J.==-ri 
2 
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Introducing dimensionless coordinates 

l?. -- 1k = aspe.d ratio t 

wz, "" _!J__ J+I 1{f) 
zrr (x-f) -/Ji2. _, 

3. Normal. Component of Induced Velocity due to Trail
ing Vortices: 

A single trailing vortex 

gives 
w

2 
= ( wi. ·sin o) · co.s o< 

= .L. . .1...(co>e+/1.sino.c.oso< i 
41< h '/ 

where · % sin <I::: -
h 

h 2. ::::: ( %. t + (x. - tt· SlY} 2. 0\ 

As the integral of the 

trailing vortices from 

both ends of the span we 

get: 

+1 
cos C(j 2. 7' {~) . cl~ 

Z. 7r ( %)2 + ("' -J.Y. sin~ 
- t: 

2 

. I ( x - I ) . c. o.s "" + 

~('ht+ lx -~Y-
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And again introducing dimensionless coordinates 

Wz = 
2. 

-?\ • c.os. 0( i' ( g) . J ~ ( x - 5-) . c 0 s 0( j+ [ 

2 1T /.{a-+ {x-§)2: sin-z.a. ~ -!(,~ -r {x -J)z. _, 

4. Derivation and Soluti_on of Integral Equation: 

Expressing the fact that the induced velocity must 

equal the norrnal component of the free stream-vel-

ocity we get an integral equation for the deter-

mination of 7(t) : 

or 

= u. sine 

In order to get the pressure distribution over the 

wing it is necessary to solve this integral equation 

for 1 {~) • In the present investigation we 

shall restrict ourselves to finding the total force 

alone. This makes it necessary to satisfy the 

integral equation only in the mean. We assurne 

some reasonable distribution for the vorticity 

over the chord such as 

and then use the integral equation to determine 

the constant, /
0

• 
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Expressing the fact that the mean value of 

the induced velocity over the chord is equal to 

the norma1 component of the free-stream velocity 

we get 

_!_ j-r'( w (x-) _,.. w (x.}}. dx - u. sin e 
2 ~ zz 

_, 

or interchanging the order of integration of ~ and } 

whc.re 

+' 

I, ( ~) =j --02_d.~(7'-______,~Jl..-----· -::-2 - = lb. s1· n _, 
1~ -+ X - y · SI t1 0( 1' "' _, 

+' 
I (f)=j lx. -i)· Jx 

3 [ j(' + {-x-j):i.. sin.,.o<J[.Pr'- + (?<. -f)1. _, 

::: 

== u. !ii.in e 

A -r~-P?a-r{1+i)2 
fl<. -t ..J ft.'- -+ (1- lY-

I - ~ ] 

I+\ 

__ -_1 --[t•n-'{ ta;" J~'.-(H~'/ 
.Ji{. sin d. • c.os o< J 

_ t.n'{ ta;. I~· .. r,--;j·~ 
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Now substituting these values in the above equation 

and letting y =o /
0 

-~ 
V7:T 

we get 

rfiRF {105 j{ _,.. -.J !\ .. + (1+ ~r /05 (I + ~) }dJ 
.,rr I -t §. -A -+ ,f if.,+ (1-W (t - il 

-I 

F, (Ii) 

%· <05. r· ' {ta.-· [ J}Jf + (J- f) (1-t~)~ 5j no( ] -+ tan'[ (1- rJ sil? 0\ 

(I+ f) ~ 1fTr· SJVI o( 

-1 

Fz (~I ~) 

-Yo· co.
5 °' f} 1 - J {t.n'[ ~ ~./<· + (1+fj' - tan-{'";" f 11.· + (1-VyJ.Jp, 

41f· SU1 "'- I+~ . .if. J _, 

U· s/n e 

i.e. solving for Yo 

11- rr . u. sin e 
F, {~) -t-

The problem is thus reduced to solving the three 

integrals F, (-1<) 
1 

F;_ (It., <>1) cincl F; (A,°') . 
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5. Discuss ion of F, ( f<) 

The second of the above integrals is integrable 

by elementary methods. However, the first cannot 

be integrated by any of the elementary methods 

nor does it adapt itself to solution by contour 

integration or by a differential_equation. Some 

method of expansion was thus the only alternative. 

The first attempt was to expand the radi:&al in 

the domains (1 :ti) < le. and ( / ± ~) > I<. 

and then expand the logarithm and in·tegrate. This 

was carried out. However, the result was very long 

and the convergence of the series rather doubtful. 

A better method of expansion was found to be the 

following: As a first approximation since if << 1 

we can write ( 1 et ting u == l -t ~ ) 

Jog { f< -r ~} • log { f< r u} 

This approximation is good if k ~< u over most of 

the domain, but it does not hold near u = 0 i.e. ~ = -1 

(the leading edge). Since the weight function rlV 

becomes infinite in that vicinity, however. it." s 

necessary to have a good approximation there. A 

better approxirnation can be obtained by letting 

I 05 { -A -t ~ A z -r u z. f = I og ( f?. + u) -r q . e - ~ u 

where constants a and I) are determined to fit the 

difference curve of [to~{"-+~~ ... +"''~ -109(/<+CA)] at u= O 

and u = k. Th~ exact and approximate formulae are 
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plotted up below for the case k = .2 and show a 

very close fit indeed. It was found possible to 

integrate the new functions. The first came out 

in terms o! elementary functions, the second in 

terms of the Bessel function with imaginary argu

ment of the order of 1, I, ( ~) . The result of the 

analysis which is given in the appendix on page 77 is: 

z rr I< 
I<. -r 2 

11. :=. 2 

.5 

f<. -r z 

/ 
/ 

// 

/ 
/ 

(.,( 

1.0 1.5 2.0 

,,f 

(ff~ [i(;~~) j E f loy 
j 

XOC1 . 

-~u 

------- -- Approx.: Io~ ( /( ru} -r a e 
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6. Discussion of Fi ( ~. o1) 

F, (Ji,•) = r-v:::: {tan-'[ ,,.~ ""1-t ta,;'[ H~ s;n 1} J f 

This integral can be evaluated exactly using the 

method of contour integration as shown in the 

appendix on page 8 ( . The result is 

This expression can be reduced so as to involve 

only one parameter, namely / :: 

Then 

_ 4 Tf. tan'{ sin ( ~ tan-',,u) } 
~ ~ _, ) 

I -+- ,)-'- + c.os ( i f 011 ,,µ. 

7. Discussion of G(i<,«) · 

This integral like the first one cannot be exact

ly calculated by any of the conventional methods. 

However, it is again adaptable to the same method 

of expansion as F,(~}na.mely we write (letting (1+~)=- u. } 
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the constants Ol and ~ being again adjusted to 

fit the curves at u = 0 and u - k. The exact and 

approximate formulae again showed very close 

agreement when plotted for the case k = .2. 

The term involving tan-' [ ~. u} could 

again be evaluated by the method of contour 

integration similarly $0 ~ff9. The term involving _ ,..., 
ae again carne out in terms of the Bessel 

function I,(~). The result of the analysis shown 

in the appendix on page 8~ is 

where 

The first half of this can be reduced in terms of 

th t . 2 f q"' "' Th e parame er v= ~ • en 

Now 

1o = 

C05 ( i fan-_'v) 

~I +-p 2. 

't'ffU·sine 

sit1(-z1an v; _,. Zffe1.· e ·l, (~) I 4- -1 'l -~ 
Jif1-t-;v'2. 

Since each term in the nurnerator and the denominator 

involves the factor 21f we shall divide through by 
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it and obtain the new expressions letting 

F;f-k.J= -B(-v)-r O(.C(;;i) 
21T 

where 
(

I -/ ) 
cos 2 ton ::v 

iJ J-r -v2. 

then Z U·sin e 

• 
8. Calculation of In_.9.uced Velocity Tangential to Plate 

In the ordinary wing theory which assumes 

small angles of attack the effect of the induced 

Velocity tangential to the plate is neglected. 

Since the angles of attack which wings of small 

aspect ratio reach before stalling may run up to 

45° it is necessary to consider this velocity in 

the calculation oi the forces acting. The 

bound vortices induce a velocity tangential to 

the plate which is +lQ<)at the top of the wing and 
2 

-w at the bottom. Their mean value at the wing z 
is therefore zero. The trailing vortices, however, 

induce a velocity which has a component along the 

wing equal to w7 = VVL ·sm °' = vv: · tan cX • The z. 

mean value of WT over the chord is then given as 
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and since 

U·sin e. fanoe - F,'tll.)· fcmoe .y
0 

2. 

- F,' fl<)· tan otC_:_J/,, z. 0 

--- -- --------

9. Cal"CU.lation of Normal Force: 

By applying the formula for the force on a 

vortex we can calculate the normal force N acting 

on the wing as 

where 

w = U ·sin (}. tan « - F.' (-/() · fqn o< . -v 
T 2 'o 

ZU·sinB 

lo - F,'(Jl<) -t- cot"'·[ A(µ)-r B{-P)-a.C(~J] 

... N ::::: f ( u ·CO.Se T U· sin e. tan a - U· F,'(-lkj. fan 0(. ~)· u 70. !!. . bt 
z. U U2 

c = 
N 

N 
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CN - rr.{J [cos e t- sin e. fan "' 

If 

If 

°' = e z 
ta'n. ,a = (1 - cos e) 

s/n e 
co·se + t.ah °'. 5/YJ () = cos e + (J- co.s e) .... in 8:::: J. 

&in tJ 

COS 8 -+ Sin 6 · tan a = COS
2

6-+ sinz.8 ..::=. 

cos e cos e 

C = 11' Yo [-'-
lV u cos e 

The term in (:{jt is small for small aspect 

ratios. Its value is less than 10% for k ~ l and 

e <. 'lo~ 

The angle oc. at which the vortices leave the 

plate is so far undetermined. We have found that 

for very small aspect ratios ..Ii== 0 they leave 

at the half angle of attack, that is, e °' = 2 

For large aspect ratios on the other hand, they 

leave at the full angle of attack, i.e. 0( = e . 
For the intermediate range we can thus fix the limits 

• The true angle at which 

they leave is really determined by the Helmholtz 
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vortex law that vortices follow the fluid particles. 

The application of this law involves, however, 

considerable mathematical difficulties. 

10. Sunu~ary of Formulae and Auxi~iary Graphs for 
Calculation. 

Summing up the formulae for the calcula.tion 

of the normal force coefficients we have: 

CN - 7r {j 1 cos e -t- SI YI e. tan"' - F,'(./l)·ta••. ""] 
2 u 

CN -

CN -

vvhere 2E- -u 

13 (v)== - ±- + 2 
lJ '],I 

C(~)= 

'lr-r..[ 1 Yo · F,'(./{~ fan~ -· Tl u 

1f.y. [' 7o F,' ( f<J. tan °' -· u cos e u 2 

2 sin e 
F,'f.P() + cot c< [A ffa)-t B(J/} - ~. ((iJV 

2 si11 { i ta,;' v) 
Vi+ 11'}. 

Gnrph 1 

Grqphs 2+3 
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I'\_ I Joa{ fan-'(.[Ztan o<) 
-/{ J 0( 

G,,-aph 6 

The five functions have been plotted in terms of 

the parameters /k,c:i1, ;\,_/A, V in the graphs 

designated above. The parameters.I"' and v have been 

defined as 
Z·sin°' 

J,I = 2· fan~ 
~ 

For the limiting ·case k ~ 0 we have 

Aj,u).:o ¥ ' °'"' f and therefore -Yo = 2. sin e 
1I. c..o-t <J.. z. 

!:!.. . 
&i nJ.e 

u - 7f / + cos 8 

1T -Yo u -

which agrees with the previously derived result. 

11. Comparison with experiments: 

The most extensive investigations of the 

character of the flow about wings of small aspect 

ratios were made by H.Winter5) at Danzig& His 

pressure distribution measurements acro~rn the span 

for a square plate confirm quite closely the 

assumption made that the vorticity distribution 

is constant across the span rather than elliptic-

al. This was derived in our theory for a wing of 
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infinite chord and zero aspect ratio. The fact that 

this still holds quite well 

at k = l justifies the as sump-

tion for the entire range of as 

pect ratios considered, i.e. 

O<f<<1 

c / 
N / 

I 

I 
I 

/ 

Span 0 

Similarly the assur.111)tion of ::,e c.nor distribu-

-f -t/z.. -x tion y - -v 
- Io -th. + ?(; 

appears reasonable from his 

experiments. The actual p:eessure distributions show-

ed very great suction peaks at the leading edge 

as postulated by the theory. In addition they 

sh01.~1ed,however, smaller peaks near the sides and 

at the trailing edge which have not been included 

in the theory. The measured pressure distributions 

indicated a considerable variation with the angle 

of attack. This has not been taken into account 

in our theory. It indicates that the true solution 

of our integral equation for 1<~) is probably 

quite complicated. :B'or this reason the assumption 

of a mean distribution function 7=r. ~'!!i.-~ is 
0 -tlz. + ~ 

probably as good an approach as can be made 

theoretically. 

"Winter also studied the character of the 

flow by means of flow pictures. It is interesting 

to consider his description in some detail to see 

within what limits of aspect ratios and angles of 

attack the present theory could be expected to hold. 
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(1) Aspect B:atio k72.0 

(a) S?nall angles of attack: Well known flow 

about airfoil of type postulated 

by Prandtl theory of lifting line. 

(b) Large angles of attack to 90°: Well defin

ed separation takes place with vor

tices leaving parallel to undisturbed 

flow direction. 

(2) Aspect Ratio between limits 0.1 < /{ < 2 .0 

(a) Srnall angles of attack: Smooth flow along 

wing as above. With decreasing aspect 

ratios the region of angles of attack 

within which this flow tal<:es place 

decreases. 

(b) Larger angles of attack: Very strong flow 

over the sides of the wing with 

formation of tip vortices of the type 

postulated in the present theory. 

Over the middle part of the span the 

flow separates from the wing. With 

decreasing aspect ratio and increasing 

angles of attack the tip Ilow 

dominates the flow over the middle 

and a real separation of the main 

flow is prevented until very large 

angles are reached. 

(c) Very large angles of attack up to 90°: Viell 



defined separation of the main flow 

takes place analagously as for 1 (b) 

(3) Aspect ratio between limits O<k<O.l 

(a) Very small angles of attack: A smooth type 

of flow along the wing of the type 

~(a) and 2(a) takes place with the 

tip vortices clinging to the wing 

along the entire length. This type 

of flow is resticted to very small 

angles of attack. It also takes 

place over the forW"drd region of the 

wing for larger angles, the region 

decreasing with decreasing aspect 

ratio. 

(b) Larger angles of attack: The tip vortices 

follow the plate for a small distance, 

and then bend off rather sharply 

approximately in the direction of 

undisturbed flow. With increasing 

angle of attack the location of this 

point at which the vortices bend 

away moves forward lying, for instance 

at 40% of chord for 8: 16°. Our 

'fheoretical deduction that all of 

the vortices leave at the half-angle 

of attack gives about the same effect 

as that described above. 



{c) Very large angles of attack to 90°: Flow 

separation takes place at about 45~ 

At large angles li'Hnter believes a 

ro:irman vortex street is formed in 

the wake. 

Judging from the above description of the actual 

flow we would expect our theory to apply to the 

regions Z(b) and 3(b) described above. For small 

angles of attack we would expect the initial 

tangent to follow the Prandtl lifting line formula.. 

A comparison of the experimental results with the 

calculated values of CN vs. e is given in the 

following series of graphs and shows that such ms 
the case. The experimental po in ts for 0..:. k..:. l lie 

between the limits given by the curves correspond

ing to oc. = e and °' = ~ • , except possibly for the 

initial tangent. At k = 1/30 the theoretical curve 

for oi.= ~ follows the experimental curve very closely. z 

For larger aspect ratios k = .134 and k ~ .20 the 

experimental points lie between ~ = E! and ~ = e 
2 

moving towards ~=e as k increases. This tendency 

increases for k ~ .35, k - .50, and k • .66
1
and 

the initial tangent is somewhat smaller than the 

theory indicates following more nearly the Prandtl 

lifting line curve. At k = l and k : 1.25 the ex

perimental points fall about half-way between our 
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theoretical curves and the lifting line curves, 

while at k = 2 the Prandtl lifting line curve 

already gives the results quite closely. It 

should be noticed that in the above comparison no 

account is taken of the viscosity effect in reduc-

ing the actual circulation a~out the wing. This 

may amount to 10%-15% for wings of large aspect 

ratio. If we assume that a similar reduction is 

effective for wings of small aspect ratio the ex-

perimental points are brought into the region be

tween the curves O(; e and °'"' ~ for all aspect ratios 

below 2. 

12. Conclusion: 

From the above comparison with experiments 

it appears then as though the present theory 

suc~eded in giving at least a qualitative explan-

ation for the peculiar curvature of the curve of 

CN vs. e in the fact that the trailing vortices 

leave the plate at an angle o< • The theory also 

agrees quite well quantitatively in the region of 

aspect ratios k < 1, which is the range intended 

to be covered by it. It has not yet been found 

possible to determine theoretically the exact 

curve S,, vs. e because in general the angle ~ is 

unknown. However, the limits within which it 

should lie have been specified since !). ~ C( < e . 
2 
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In one limiting case, however, namely k ~ O we do 

know the angle ~ from our theoretical considerations 

as o< = !! • This angle must also hold approximately z. 
at extremely small aspect ratios such as k = 1/30 

for which experiments have been made. A comparison 

between theory and experiment for this case 

showed very good agreement. 
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D. Append~: 

1) Wing of Infinite Ch~ero As£ect Ratio -
Assuming tile ~'low at Infinity Is Parallel to t~e Plate: 

The flow past a wing of infinite chord treated 

in section ~ was considered to be of the pure induced 

type. This gives a flow at infinity in the wake behind 

the plate which is inclined at twice the angle as the 

plate itself and thus corresponds to a sort of inflow 

from above. A wing with a leading edge out at infinity 

might be expected to correspond to this type of flow. 

If we consider the plate as the limiting form of an 

infinite lattice, however, we should expect a flow at 

infinity which is just deflected parallel to the plate. 

This is the case which we shall consider now. 

We shall again consider a similar vortex system 

as before consisting of 

(a) A uniform distribution of 

bound vortices of length b 

placed spanwise along a 

plate. We shall denote 

their strength per unit 

length of the plate as~· 

(b) Straight trailing vortices 

passing off from the bound vortices in the plate 

at an angle <"- • Their strength is thus -y:.-Z- per sin« 
unit height measured in the direction normal to them. 
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It is possible to split the trailing vortex system 

(b) into two components: a component parallel to the 

plate ~ J·COS o< := J,· cof IX 

to the plate = -y · s i' n ot = -y, 

and a component perpendicular 

• Thus an equivalent vortex 

system to the above is 

(a') A system of bound vortices of strength )', per 

unit length .. 

(b') Their trailing vortices in the direction normal 

to the plate. 

(c') A system of vortices 

of strength 1, · cot °' 
running parallel to 

the plate, and lying 

above the ends of the 

We can easily calculate the 

induced velocities d~e to the above vortices by an 

application of the Eiot-Savart law. Let us use the same 

notation as before namely: 

x ::::: chord direction along plate 

y = span direction along plate. Origin at center 
of plate 

z = direction normal to plate 

u "" induced velocity along x 

v "' induced velocity along y 

w =- induced velocity along z 
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(a') Induced Velocities Due to Bound Vortices: 

The induced velocity at a point x,y,z due to a 

single vortex rat x=- f is 

and 
t.( = 

Q Cfa ·&I "1 a 

v -::::: 
Q 0 

w~ Cfa ·COS 6 

where 

h -= -! ( ?<, - tY -r z z 

Sin 6 "' :z. 
T 

Due to all the bound vortices between ~"'-"'°and t:::: + ao 

(..( = X [tan-' 
" Zll' 

v = 
Cl 

0 

w -= 0 
A 

(bk -1) 
z 
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( b') .!!::!ill:t..Q.ed Velocities Due to Normal _9_omponent of Trailing 
Vortices: 

This system of vortices again only induce~ •elocities 

in the direction x. We can write down the expression 

for .!:! at once from the previous investigation by letting 

bk-~ -- z ror vortex sheet 

trz -+ t - D'O 

-z_ __,. % ::; 'f 

Due to vortex sheet at ~ = bh 

Due to vortex sheet at 

_.1!.. tan z _,.. 
L{b == 

2 

[ _, 
2. 1l' % _,.. 't 

L.(b = 
2. 

J, tan z. [ _, 
VT- &/2 + 't 

+ 

+ ub =-LI tan-' z 
z 211 i.;2 ...,.. 't 

Thus 

For I '!I < : 

11"=0 
b 

w=O 
b 

if 

if 

1= - % 

-·~ fan 00 

% .. + '# 

~1 if 

~1 if 

at ~ = ± ;z 
·-~-----·--

't"7_J..,/z 

1 ..:. - bJ2. 



Notice that for 

l't'I < f u. +I,{ .::; /, [1(" 
4 b ff 

Ut-lf.= ]!_[ 
q b 2.Tr 
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+ ( tci,,-
1 

%. :.'ft 
JI 
2. 

(c') Induced Velocities Due to Tangen,.iial Compo]].ent of Trail
ingVor([g_§.§.:· 

This system of vortices 

induces velocities in the 

directions y and z. 

Due to a single vortex at 

z % f we get an induced 

velocity at P(x,y,z): 

'le. = _r;_ I 
Zff h 

l(. ;:: 0 
(. 

. '{ = </c. • siYJ J 

. We. = -qc.· cos 0 

where r = )'., · c..ot ot 0 

h "" ..f (rz -·~P + {z-J}' 

&in cS = z. -f 
h 

c.o 5 cS = 
6/z - ~ 

h 

Due to the two vortex sheets at «t = + 1 and 't = - ~ 

v == c. 
y,. c.of o( {-J"" (z-J} · df 

2.1l' o c rz. -:tY ..,. c z - If 

V "" -1,· co1 a1 
~ 

2. 7r 

Joo {z.-f,)· o/j-
+( -~-2-+~~-~~..,.~(-z~--.f)~~~ 

0 

} 
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Due to the vortex sheet at ~ = ~ 

-h' cot "'loo ( ~ -'tr dj-
2 7i (;-,._ - 'itY _,. {z - ;;2 

0 

~ = -x· c.ota. r 7r + tan_, z J 
. I 27r 2. 1rz.-'1 

:r,-cofo1[7T -t tan-' z.. } 
2 rr z 't - o/2 

Due to the vortex sheet at 

w = 
'2 

- Y, · cof °' [ JI 
Z7r 2 

~z. = 1.' cofc1. [ Jr + 
z. 'lT 2 

, . "'."'c - )'. · cof °'[1T -t 
211 

- I 

w = c. 
-y1 • cot°'[ 

2.7T 
tan _z_-,-

1 it/ - bf2 

The velocity field of the above 

potential motion thus consists of 

(1) A uniform solid body flow 

u= -y, in the wake of the 

plate J '11 < k , with 2 

u = 0 everywhere outside 

the wake / 1 I > ~ 

(2) A flow in the y direction 

which is symmetrical about 

the xz-plane. 

for 

for 

+ tan' z J for )~/ < b 
bJ-z. ...,. 't z 

_, 

/•3/+ % ] 
for 1'1/ 7 b fan 

2 

i.l.•0 u 1:1ji;,1u1 u= O 

I r--- -'1'1 

I 

-'tz l .,.~ 



v = /, · cot ot 
z 7T' 

v .= 0 at 

v = 0 qf 

v ::: t: co af 

z = 00 

't = 0 

z. = 0 
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d, 

hr 

fo.-

't = 

all 

Cl f/ 

=-

';f 

:J: 

j, 

2 

(3) A flow in the z-direction which is symmetrical 

about the xz-plane. 

- Yi· cot o< .[ 1f tan 1 

w i- '% 
.:: 

• Z7T %. + 't 

tan 
-I 

z l - )', · c.ot o( w = 0 
21T l'tl -t- biz 

At z"' 00 

z= 0 

z. 70 

z < 0 

W= 0 

W"' -~· cofc1. 

z 
W= 0 

W= 0 

W=<- e) down 

w:::: l-t) l.lp 

w= c-J dow11 

I 'ti <. f 

I 11 ? f 

I 'ti "7 .! z 

aJ} 't 

I'}/ < ~ 

bl;>~ 

Oii/ 't 

_, 

J -+ tan z 
"f2 - ,. 

_, 

,~,~ .,,,] tan 

W•O 

'-v-:: 0 

w::O 
-~----·--,.-·~ -· 

_/// 

foir 

for 

w:: 0 

v-::: 0 

I" I < k 
2 

lit! 7 b 
2 

·w~o 

lfa~ 
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In order to satisfy the boundary 

conditions of our problem it is 

necessary to superimpose on the 

above flow 

(1) A uniform flow of velocity 

w:-y:.catdtO satisfy the condition ' .,.____ 
2 

of no flow through the plate. 

This leaves a flow w;;:;-r.·co1o< 

at z "" + oo and a flow 

w- -r.·cotu. - -L-z at z -= - oo and 

zero flow through the plate. 

(2) A displacement type flow 

around the plate with 

Velocity at 00; Wz::. 1,· co1 o( 

z. 

"Ir'- i.. w = - z.:. c.;t (j. 

This gives us w "" 0 at z = + 00 as 

required by our boundary conditions 

and a flow 

at z == - eo 

r-
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If we now consi,ier the w-velocity 

at z = - .,. to be the normal compon-

ent of a velocity U i.e. w.;:. u. si~ e 

Then 

\ r, = u sin e. ta vi ex 

It still remains to determine 

the angle 0< at which the vortices 

leave the plate. As before we shall 

-1~·~8 U-sine ~ 

u 
assume that they remain in the pjlanes 

passed through the edges of the plate but follow the 

mean u and w components of the flow in these planes. 

Let us consider the flow picture which we have below: 

U·cose 

L _____ _ 
u ·cos e + "'/, 

U·cos e 

U· cos e + Y, 

~U·sine 
U·cos e 

I w"" U.sitt8 

) 
w:" U· sine 

w==U· sine 
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There is some flow v and w in the wake imrnediately behind 

the plate. Along y = 0, for instance, the w-velocity 

is 

vv]'J'=O 
:W + w +W 

ind,uced u.-.iifor...,. disphr<em.cvtt 

_ [-r.· c.otc1. l,· c.ofo1. t"';' ¥z ] ~ [ r, · c:f ~] - .!.t-- - '.L-- . 
2 TT 

+[ r,· cotc1. z. ] 2 y{biz_}2 -t 
z z 

and since 

">;·cote( = u. siY) e 

wi"o "' U ,;.e [- k. tan-'.L 'l'~ 

J + 
2 1f 1Y'z f(:;2f -t- I 

f(¢} 

.. w]ro = U· ,;. e [- k J + si YI £] 
2 Tr 

-t-~ 
0 

wr-itirij 6 = tci.;' 2-
l>fz z=o z.= co 

where is a positive increment which 

vanishes at z !:r 0 and z == oo • There is thus an influx 

over the vortex surface near the plate and the stream-

lines have an inclination with respect to the plate. 

This inclination which is zero right at the plate in-

creases to a maximum at co~ £ = ir which is ;... ~ ff'--/ ~ /. ZI 
b/z ..., 

At that point d == 50° and wJ == .101 U· sine . 
1=0 

For greater ~ the inclination decreases again approaching 

zero at z == oo • 
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We can similarly determine the mean w-velocity 

along 1=;. We have 

wj = w. " ...,.. w -_r + w. 
)'" ~ in L( ced wn110Y>rJ d1splaamud 

where 

w] = 
indC4c.ed 

Wi<-W. = -r.· cot of ·[ rr + z tan-' tjl 
2 2~ 2 

- u. sin e ·[ !.... -+ ...!..- . tan_, 7'~1 
11 Z'Tr Z. 

wJ = r.· c.of Cll = u. sine 
• .,,; fo,.,, 2. 2 

where f = 't.,.i. z. 

CR,_ 

.,/I 

= u sin e 
z. 

= U· sin e 
2. 

-1-
(lri"l.)l 

= 

~ 

~I 

y 2. 
17 'l 

_, 
tan ~ 

"Ir z 

(1.!z)2 
['rz. + Zz}2 

{ /+ 1~) 

( ., Jz -+ '1 -+ 3'l 

+ .!... 
2 

- U· £>in e ~ 
2 f 1 

I 

(u-i. 'l)2· 

where 'l = -=-
l>/z 

cos { f tan_, tz 3 :3~1 
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IN' This curve is plotted below. It shows that 
U Sil'\ 8 

approaches the asymptotic value 1/2 very rapidly. 

We shall use this value in calculating the effective 

angle. The mean value of the u-velocity at ~: % 
is ii=- U· cos 8 -+ -y, • Thus the effective angle of 

T 
inclination of the vortices is 

_, _, U· sin e 
2 

o1. = tqn ~ = tan 
i1 U·c.os e + U·s.inB-fan.,.,. 

2 

0 
Q 

In order to calculate the 

normal force acting on the 

wing it is now necessary 

to apply Bernoulli's equation. 

The Bernoulli constant H at a 

point A is the same as that at 

'111 lt. 

1,~/!'% 
u 

13, i.e. 

2 z 
b/z 

I 

t u ~ A 
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At a point just inside the vortex sheet the pressure 

is the sarne as outside and thus 

H I uz. 
2.= p+ 2/' 

since 1, = U· si11 &· tern ~ = LJ.(1 - cos e) 

The Bernoulli constants H
1 

and H2 are thus the same 

for the region inside and outside the vortex wake. The 

pressure difference ilp between upper and lower surfaces 

of the plate is thus 

[ 
z z z 21 4f ::: .!.. f u + v - u - II'. z u .. JI. (. 

u u. c.os e 
e 

u .. = u . cos e ..,. r, 

where 

._, =- LJ. (I - cos e) , , '} 

v ::= 
dispk"eme>it 

u. sin a 
z. 
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The normal force N per unit length is then obtained 

as the integral of Ap over the span. 

f 
rllz. 

N ::;. if u z · s/112. B · "'t 

--\ 1
+~ 

+ ..!.. - f.J v. . v .o/ z f [ 111d1rn:r1 disrl.} 't 
-~ 

N= if ul.. sinJ. e .Jo 

N= 0 the. normal force qc.ti I') 9 OVI 

tnAly 

the WIV1j of vi nf ini te 

a,horif is zero for the covnbincdion of i11diAc!i'd tyf'e flow and disp/cuernellft 

type flow exqd/y cis for either of these ffows q}oY1e, 
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The principal force acting on a wing of small 

aspect ratio is the force M normal to the wing • ..l!'or 

the region below the stall the only additional forces 

are the skin friction £:. acting to the rear and the 

suction force ..J- acting forward on the wing. The 

magnitude of ..tl' can be estimatd!d from the formula 

Where C-f is the C·Oefficient of 

skin friction for flat plates
6
} 

which in the range of Reynold's 

numbers concerned is about 

~ a.003 • The suction force should 

be about the same as for the plane wing since we assumed 

the same formula for the vortex distribution as for the 

latter. Our vortex distribution was r ~ 1o t/z-:>C-
1:/z. + x. 

J.i'or ~ near to -%. this reduces to r J _ = r, -ft 
a-= - iz i't, +-;<" 

Von Karman?} shows that the suctional force for such 

a distribution is 
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The lift and drag forces thus become, 

As surning 

L = N·cos e + (5-F). sin e 

D = N· sin e - (5-F)- cos (} 

(i;) -

ex == e (~) - CN. C05 (} 

1T 

.. (, -

The lift and drag coefficients become 

for 

fov- u. = e 

( 0£.z - 'oo&). cos e 
211 I 

s. = CN. cos e +- ( ~ .c.ose-:oob). sin e 
z. 1T 

The frictional force is negligil1le compared to the 

other terms and thus 

for 

for "'"' e 

c = (N. '-OS 6 +- ~ • sin 8 
'- Z7f 

.f£Y..
2

. cos e 
2.1T 

cl... :::. Cl\/· cos e + (,y
2

• sin 8 . CO$ {} 
'1-TT 

~ = Ctv·siYr e - S:eL. c.os~ e 
2.7T 

CNZ 
zrr 

c z 
~.cos e 
"l. 'IT 

By means of these formulas the theoretical curve 
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of C N vs. e was trans formed into curves of CL vs. e 
for the plate with aspect ratio 

k : 1/30 and "'= Ji. • The result is shown in the 
2.. 

graph on the next page. 

The angle of down-wash e. 
L 

is defined as the 

angle between the resultant force and the direction 

perpendicular to the undisturbed flow. This can 

be written at once as 

e. = e 
&. 

for e. =- e 
L 

"':; e e.'"' e 
" 

respectively. 

~ -. 006 
27T 

l. c,,,. · C.OSol - OO b 
2..,,. . 



WO 
Theoretical Curves of CL vs. e and CL vs. CD for aspect ratio ff= ro and <A==g 

(Agreement with experiment shown on page 50) 

.80 
I I I ~ 

I 
-..:2 
CJ) 
I 

I I I / 
.60 

c. ~ I Ci_ 

.'10 

.20 

0 ~ == ' io· ' do· ~ Jo· ,,~. lo ' 1~ ' )o ' .~o ~o ~o ' .~ 
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3. Mathematica I Parr - Solu t/on of I nfeqra /5 

a) F, I Ii) : 

F,(Ji) f~ r~ 
_, 

Let J = c::os 2. 8 1 then 

j·v .!...- l ~ ,_ l . 4 
l+J ,..,.J 

J[ 

= 8 j' ,,-.•e. loJ t.~e -dO 

-I 0 

1J" 

- zj (I - cos r:} ·( /09 ,;,, L - /oj (1 +< .. i:) J. .J't" 
0 

() =' 
2. 

11" 1T iT 

= zf 101 •i~'C"-./1: -zj<••"·'•J ,;,,r: . .Jc-zf 1·J{1+cosr:)-ai: 

0 ~ ~ 

"-:.1f'. IDj 2. O by sym"'fetry -+;;:. loj 2 

+ zf ", •• 7:. 1., (I+ <OS r)- J1: 

0 

J
r . a 

+ z sin r ·"7: 

I + c.o s. 7: 
0 

1j 

- Z J (I - <•• 1: )- ./r z 1T 

0 

.. J•' r::J. loJ <1-l). Jj _ Z1T -y /;f (1 + f) 
-· 
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= f 2 ( 2. - l u ) . I 0 J {-A -t' .../ If. 2. + u.,, I · d"' 

o F·f 2 -u. 

L e.t 

At u = o 

At 1.4. = It 

--lu 
a·e 

lo~ Z If _ Io~ le + a 

. . . 

. .. . 

I a = loJ. z = . ., 3 / s I 

I-+ IZ 
f 

Jog Z 

/. 302 

It 

/+ -/2 
loq z 



. .. 

TJn 

The 
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0 

i'ndcfinifc iYJft~YAJ of fJie ft'rsf :JI V('S ; 

r [ J .. " =: 
{1 + "2}z Z(l-t-"lt2} 

0 

1· d f! f i rti f"e ;,.t e ' .. ~I : "" '=' 
(ta 1 + -x

1
){ b 'l-t ""') 

0 

I + z: 

1T -z 

t.~·{' 
0 

I 

.. 0 ( 4 + 

= 

•) 

lei .it::: ,,,,, r 
z 

rr 
~ 
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f" Jrr- ~ -""' _,,..,, 
---'-( 1;::-="'_,_)_·-.;e==· J_'<__ = z (1 -. vj . e . J v = 
F · {z. - IA. {z - vi. 

a o 

e co:s T · e .tfr: 
Af 'ir )I. c.osT 

0 

J 
1T .Jl if«"sr 

. o{-r 

0 

where 

of orde.., ze..-o 

And 

-~ 

=..a . 

J 
J[ 1 
l - 2 -" . >in (J 

Z (1-2·:si11 18)·e .r/() 

0 
2. 

"":. 'V 

!'· z 0 

.. jz -~u 
2 · loj Z (i-c.c)- e · JtA. 

-r;- . I z.-v. = 
- ;\ 

2. 1T · loj 2 · e . I, { ~) 

F, (le) = 2 tr It. 
~+Z 

0 

~ a .. 2 .. 

y~(M .. I 

Q f'I cJ t-, I ( '<) :: F; ( If) 
2. rr 

I. JOZ 

z1T. loq 2. ;7:-~ ('·~09 
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b) Fz ( ~. d() 

~ (t.·>1V/~: . t-:'{ (!+~· ~-J·t ,_ Ff!l· t--r,,-~ ~-J •J 
-I -1 

Let 
a 

=u 

and · 2. -:,....,.. a.z ---= 

[
"I ~1 I.A- a• ~-·~1U'°~ 8 {Q U·~I~ •d"f 

- "' ;- I -+ v.., 
<.c=o o 

-lo - I 2.1T . LAt1. 
z 

Q. = 

z rr. r....· ' • • - 'f • ' j ~ 
_.,.. 

"' . ~ " . "'
(I + 1'"'j Z + Col 't ::t' ¥ 

I z.. !? (1- C:z.). r.{z. 

(1-tz. 1
)

2 + a"z.., 
(. 

arounll fht ~o,,.1o"'~ .f. s'111w111. hel11r.v. The. infegr-t:tJlfd h11s the 

(I) A brtmc'1-psl11t1 at z= -i. . This f7"in1 //es 

(2) Fouv s;""f le poles 

s.hoWt1 fh4f tw" df 

the /owe Y • Only 

1111Jti1,t, wt dcsive. 

c - ' 
z -\' I 

I 

t 1 1 ( J.} a ., " 1 / • f,,,e :l.tYO~ o i+z.; ~A z. t wil 

t i lie, f J J f 
Ht Se V I YI kv UfpO" h11/f - f"lllU q/11 lo'YO i /If 

the. fir!.t fwc 1-'Vtlf <.D'1fy-;hutt fo tht YeJiaw(S. 
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A 5 , fhe. r1u{/1A s R ~f 1J.ie S e....,i - c iYdc: fe..,Js fo oo it c.«H bt: t.#o-.,,,"' 

tJr~,,f :' fnc //ne -/11/tt,r't/ 4/on!J TJ.e Se""f;- c/ye,/e Vltfni$/.tes QS /f /s •f OYeJe,,(~)• 

1t1t ..-is 11 Pr"'" cic~s flu 

fo 1\""= -tco . By CAucl.y 's 

we 

+ 

OY 

e iflte.-
2 -{l+t(zi.) a. - (1- t:t&i.) . % - 01'" z. .. -

I+ a" I -+ ~ " 

&. { lj + f ""'1a1t •1 ·t1 •I a .. do¥i G1 .. --2. 

'Z, = e e 
ZS -:v I+ Q.., ti+ a., 

~ (~ + i '4 .. dt:t11 41 ·(J.JI- I ,.,,. c.ttHf ':'I 
&. J. 2 

z.z. - .e z.., - e 

V1+ " y1+ Q., a. 

By aYdan a~ we veft:"' fo 1/iie ,,,,,·._Hip4/ V'4lue lyiYrj Jafween Outl"[ 

The Yfjldt-it!> uf fto: poles z, ""'" ~ whic.h 11'c wi fJ,,i,,, flu co11fo""' q.-t: 

~ f{z}: ~ 
jz, x--z, (•-•,) · ffz.} : ~'4 • • ~ (I 

- .. 
'1 4 '&. 

e 
i.t...:'aa 
z 

+:y,_,_a."' } 

+ 

"~· & 

&,,;;:::e-=1'.=.==·=-J 
{1+ a" 



But 
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_ &.J"" ~ · IJY(.fa.-i "'· d:ir 
(1-f'Xa.)a. + Q'f,,¥ 

- Of1 

= -1T 
.z" .z. 

:= .L-; ,, + i. ( t, - t,) ,.,. 

Zi. t ::. 2~ 
I 

== JI. 
a. I. 

J + 

I + 
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c • ~ ( ,f( I oe) 

Fj (1', •) =[/fff 1 t.,,,:' [ 4;., /"' + (1<1)1- t--'[ ~ 1~· .. (1-JJ# Jj 

-I 

Novv let 

At u:: o r..--' { ~ o( J 

At u = ~ k""'{ k -· ra1 
"""~ e. 

1~ 
Then 

== Cl. or 

--l Jt 
= o< + o<·e 

- ilc.c. 
+ Q·e 

la = °" I 

- !Mt-· ( .rz. t:-.. oc) - I 
o( 

- -T ~f ~-· (-JZ. 14-0() -
C( I} I 

Thte. firs! inft.gral vve sl,4// obtain by ~ c1,,do«r i11te'}Yafion. Th<! 

$e.co111d iHf ej ra/ wt '11tve alrettdf shown fo be. 

lo< (1-u)·e ·c:fu. :: 21T-o<.·e. .J(>.) 1
2 

-;he - )I 

v:;.~ I 

0 



J 
() 
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(J-U}• ~I { ~ ~ / .t/u 

-r;:- · -J 2-u 
= 

t 
q1 

_, -f.
11 ";Q 1.-.i - -al 

0 

0 ; ~ 1' .;.,..,,• IJ • OI CAn IJ · Ill -,()•,,/I 

I _,, "' "· .,.;,... ., (J 
- -'1•100 "z. 

, ..,. ~a 
0 0 

= - z 
/

'IC> 
z a. 

Q. ~ 

/+ "'l --

(l+;c':)' ..,. 

The pole.s tef this ff,(ttcfrtJH q,.f at z:.-rc,,z:-', z=z,,z=2z,Z=Z, ... dz=z., 

1J..r last fowY t:tre the .54Hrt qs in fire trecedin1 cct.u. Also ffte /1.de1,.-,I 

4/onj fhe inflnde $e,,..,/- c /yc/e t:l:Jarn Yl#H/ she~ , A/o.,, the Ytilff a..tis it 

Yetiwces to our desired i111fegr11/4 By Cacalry 's TJ,ePre- vve fhen j<1 

f ~ . ftzj f({ l 1':. . d'X z Ti L [ ~ flxj . T~ (/{..., 

(1+x
2
)[(1+'<•"t·t- a">r1 = + 

2"" 'Z, 
-Ill? 

sine( flrt 111r/y p11/es iHcJt' tftd by tht!. c ""' t ""'" art! z,.." I ZJ. 4H" Z3 i.yJ,e YC 

. _, J. . 1. t-, " 

" e 
'Z :: 

I 

~I+~" 
I 

r..;' a ll 
l '-

- t 
Z3: 

,_ e 

ii-ta." 
z 0 

l-~ 
o z

2 'I 
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Tit~ residuts ai f111se poles qre 

~ (z-i.Jffr.) = _i:_ z-· Za." 
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